A Content-Based Approach for Tracking Concept Drift in Email Spam Filtering
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Abstract—The continued growth of Email usage, which is naturally followed by an increase in unsolicited emails so called spams, motivates research in spam filtering area. In the context of spam filtering systems, addressing the evolving nature of spams, which leads to obsolete the related models, has been always a challenge. In this paper an adaptive spam filtering system based on language model is proposed which can detect concept drift based on computing the deviation in email contents distribution. The proposed method can be used along with any existing classifier; particularly in this paper we use Naïve Bayes method as classifier. The proposed method has been evaluated with Enron data set. The results indicate the efficiency of the method in detecting concept drift and its superiority over Naïve Bayes classifier in terms of accuracy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The continued growth of internet users has caused Email to be one of the most convenient and economic methods of communication. So concentrating on its challenges has been noticed in research communities. Spam Emails have several harmful effects such as degrading user trust to advertising emails, decreasing communication quality and also companies’ credibility issues. In addition, in most cases, these emails have jobbery and fraudulent goals.

There are many proposed methods in research communities for detecting and discriminating spams from the legitimate emails. Most of them use machine learning techniques such as support vector machines, Naïve Bayes classifiers, and case base reasoning rules [1]. The evolving nature of spams and also legitimate emails leads to change in underlying distribution of emails content. These changes make the models built on old examples, inadequate for classifying new emails and the models become obsolete gradually. So
detecting these changes and regular updating of the model is an important issue in the context of spam filtering. The learned model of a classifier should adapt itself to classify new emails correctly. This problem is known as concept drift. Concept drift detection methods help to find critical situations in which the model should be updated [2].

Existing methods for spam filtering have been applied successfully in offline or static environments. However, few of them can deal with concept drift phenomena. In this paper we have proposed a new adaptive spam filtering method which concentrates on concept drift detection based on language models of emails. The main idea behind our approach is that when email contents are changed, the corresponding language model distribution is changed as well. So we can detect concept drift by analyzing the language model distribution. To this end, a language model is constructed for each block of data. The words in spam emails tend to be similar and the language model
represents the distribution model for them. The distribution models of data at different time snapshots can be compared to discover changes.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section II introduces related works in spam filtering – researches which can adapt themselves to the changes. The proposed approach is introduced in section III. Section IV presents the evaluation results. Finally the paper concludes in section V.

II. RELATED WORKS

Classification methods have been widely applied in the context of spam filtering. Also dynamic environment of this context have been considered in many researches.

For a recent survey of spam filtering, we can see the proposed method in [3]. In this research two variants of Naive Bayes classifier have been applied for spam filtering: multinomial and multi-Bernoulli. Also an active learning method has been proposed to select the e-mails whose classifier's uncertainty is high and adds them to the training data. However these methods work stationary and cannot adapt themselves to changes over time. Another example is in [4] where SVM and Hamming Distance are used to classify e-mails. This research proposes a sliding window-based approach including W sections. There is one classifier in each section and they use Exceeding margin update technique to update each classifier dynamically. Each email is labeled by majority voting strategy between all W classifiers. Using majority voting technique enhanced the algorithm by dynamism and adaptability. Moreover, it can trace changes of the emails' content and user's interests continuously. In [5] an adaptive spam filtering method has been proposed based on information theory. For this purpose an objective function is defined to classify training and testing data. This function is aimed at minimizing the loss in mutual information between e-mail instances and words set including terms of training and testing set, before and after prediction. This method is an appropriate solution for adaptive spam filtering problem. In [6] lazy learning approach has been applied to filter spam emails. Because of their lazy learning based method, the updating process is easy. In this work two similar strategies are considered to detect concept drift. The performance of the system is monitored by the user feedback and, if the rate of false alarms exceeds a certain threshold, the model should be retrained. Exploiting lazy learning approach enables CBR to be updated easily because of its intrinsic adaptive nature. Another example is in [7] where a new spam filtering method based on case base reasoning has been proposed which can track concept drift. An instance selection approach is used to handle concept drift which involves two stages. In the first stage, noisy cases are removed using case based editing technique. Thereafter, in the second stage, redundant cases are removed. Most of the obsolete cases can be regarded as redundant rules, so eliminating these rules from the learning model and adding new rules leads to having a robust model against changes. In [8] a new approach for feature selection in spam hunting is proposed which is able to handle concept drift. It defines Achieved Information (AI) measure to compute the amount of information which can be achieved by a term. When a term in an email is not presented by any instances in the knowledge repository, it is considered as a fully predictive feature and its AI measure just depend on its probability in the email instance and its size. Therefore, it updates the current features by considering the new features in each email. This paper is mainly focused on feature selection. Discarding irrelevant features leads to constructing a fully predictive feature set which improves the learning model significantly. In another research [9] a spam-filtering system which uses a cluster-based classification method has been proposed. This approach overcomes the problem of skewed class distribution and using an incremental learning method handles the concept drift. It groups the documents in each class into several clusters and selects features from each cluster. To handle the concept drift, when the system classifies a new email and assigns it to the nearest cluster, the coherence of the target cluster is considered. Applying an incremental cluster-based approach in addition to an adaptive learning model improves efficiency of classification model. As another example for using instance-based reasoning in spam filtering, we can see [10]. In this research, two approaches have been proposed to improve a previously instance-based reasoning spam filtering model to track concept drift. In the first approach, the representative terms of the information contained in each email are selected and weighted according to the window size and in the second one, those emails which are more applicable are predicted in order to propose an accurate classification. Similar to [6], the use of lazy algorithms can handle the concept drift effectively. Also using the instance-based approach to spam filtering, they can share instances.

To summarize, to the best of our knowledge in most of the recent work in this area, either the label of data or user feedback have been used to detect concept drift. Although user feedback is an appropriate and effective way to detect concept drift, but a long time is required to gather the adequate information. While continuously changing spam emails involve fast detection of concept drift. The importance of timeliness for a spam filtering system and also difficult access to labeled data motivate us to propose a new approach to detect concept drift. In the proposed approach, concept drift can be detected and handled without any assumption that user feedback or data label is accessible. Additionally, the proposed method works based on language models. Due to the word similarity among all spam emails, we can make a comprehensive language model which helps us in concept drift detection and handling.

III. THE PROPOSED APPROACH

Spam filtering is a binary classification method in which each email is labeled as spam or non-spam. Several machine learning algorithms have been used in spam filtering, among them Naive Bayes is a very popular one [11]. There are several forms of Naive Bayes [12]. The proposed spam filtering system in this paper is based on multinomial Naive Bayes
classification method which takes into account term frequencies of words in an email [13].

As mentioned before, the content of emails change over time, so the current model may become obsolete and unable to detect new spams. Indeed a problem that the model faces is their inability to adapt to concept drift. So the main problem for a spam filtering system is identifying a change in data distribution and then adapting the model. The main difference of the proposed approach is in the way of detecting and handling concept drift in a spam filtering system. Fig.1 shows an overview of our proposed approach. We first construct the classification model according to the training data. After each block of emails arrives, its content distribution is compared with the existing content distribution model. If two distributions are too different, concept drift has occurred. After concept drift detection, the model is updated based on combination of the existing model and the new block’s model. So in spite of most of the recent proposed approaches in this area, we do not have any assumption about label of data or user feedback for concept drift detection. This better conforms to reality, because accessing to user feedback or label of data is hard and time consuming in real life scenarios.

Although in this paper we have focused on applying the proposed method on email spam filtering, but we believe that the proposed approach can be used for concept drift detection in other applications where the content of data is likely to change over time and the distribution underlying the data is affected by the content's change. Our concentration to apply the proposed method in this context is due to saliency of this issue in spam detection problem where the spammers actively change the nature of their emails to avoid detection and the underlying distribution is highly affected by that. The detailed explanation of the proposed method is as follows.

A. Tracking the concept drift

As aforementioned above, concept drift can be tracked by detecting the deviations in the data distribution. The proposed approach uses language model technique to represent the distribution of the block content. A language model assigns a probability to each word in a document. Among different approaches for language model computation, we use the following one [13]:

\[
P(W \in \text{Block}) = \frac{\text{TF}(W)}{\sum_{\text{word } \in \text{Block}} \text{TF(word)}}
\]  

(1)

Where, \( \text{TF}(W) \) is the frequency of term \( W \) in the current block.

In expression (1) each word in each block will have a weight. This weight indicates the word importance in the block. It can be seen that the probabilities are based on the block content. As a result any change in the data distribution can be regarded as change in content. According to this fact when the distribution between two consecutive blocks is very different, this change is considered as concept drift. So, concept drift detection boils down to computing the difference between two distributions.

To this end we use Kullback–Leibler divergence (KL-Divergence) measure which is a non-symmetric and non-negative measure. Let \( P \) and \( Q \) be two probability distributions; the KL divergence of \( Q \) from \( P \) is defined as follows [14]:

\[
D_{KL}(P || Q) = \sum_{i} P(i) \log \frac{P(i)}{Q(i)}
\]  

(2)

So the formal expression of the proposed approach is as follows: When a new block of emails arrives, first its language model is computed. Then the difference between the block’s language model and the existing language model is calculated using KL divergence measure. If the difference between them is more than a determined threshold, it is considered as concept drift. Therefore we can define the KL divergence as follows:

\[
D_{KL} (\text{LM}_{\text{block}} || \text{LM}_{\text{old}}) = \sum_{i} P(i) \log \frac{\text{LM}_{\text{block}}(i)}{\text{LM}_{\text{old}}(i)}
\]  

(3)

Where, \( \text{LM}_{\text{block}} \) and \( \text{LM}_{\text{old}} \) are the language models of the current block and the old one respectively.

When a concept drift is detected, the system should adapt itself to the changes in a way that the new emails can be classified correctly. In this situation, the document model of Naïve Bayes classifier and the language model used for concept drift detection are obsolete and should be updated. The update procedure
of the proposed approach consists of three steps which are explained below:

1) **Updating the term probabilities**

Term probabilities of Naïve Bayes classifier should be changed according to the current block. To this end we classify M messages of the current block using the previous model. Thereafter, we compute the terms probabilities of the M messages and combine them with the previous ones to gain the new probabilities using the following formula:

\[
P_{new}(W|C_i) = \alpha \times P_{block}(W|C_i) + (1 - \alpha) \times P_{old}(W|C_i)
\]

\[i \in \{\text{Spam}, \text{None} - \text{Spam}\}
\]

where, \(C_i\) is the class label and \(\alpha\) is a parameter controlling the influence of each part. Higher values of \(\alpha\) lead to higher influence of the current block's terms probabilities and lower influence of the previous ones on the new terms probabilities. After updating, the remaining messages in the current block will be classified using the updated model.

2) **Updating the language model**

The language model which is used in concept drift detection should be updated according to the new block. For this purpose we combine the old language model with the language model of the current block using the following formula:

\[
P(W|LM_{new}) = \beta \times P(W|LM_{block}) + (1 - \beta) \times P(W|LM_{old})
\]

where, \(LM_{block}\) and \(LM_{old}\) are the language models of the current block and the old one respectively and \(\beta\) is a parameter controlling the influence of each language model. Higher values of \(\beta\) lead to higher effect of current block's language model and lower effect of the old one in the new language model.

3) **Updating the Prior Probabilities of Classes**

In the Naïve Bayes classifier, each document \(D\) is classified using the following formula:

\[
P(C|D) = \arg \max C P(D|C)P(C)
\]

\[C \in \{\text{Spam}, \text{legitimate}\}
\]

\[P_{new}(C_i) = \frac{P_{old}(C_i) \times P_{block}(C_i)}{z}
\]

where, \(P_{block}(C)\) and \(P_{old}(C)\) are the current and previous values of \(P(C)\) in equation (6) respectively and \(count_{block}(C_i)\) is the number of messages in the first M messages of the current block that belong to class \(C_i\)

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have evaluated our proposed method in terms of right detection of concept drift and improvement of spam detection. For this purpose the performance of our proposed method is compared with a similar model without considering concept drift. The details of dataset and the evaluation results will be explained in the following subsections.

A. Dataset

For this research we need a labeled dataset which is suitable for concept drift experiments. For this purpose we use the data which is used in [12]. This data consists of 6 different datasets which is obtained from Enron corpus. Since this corpus only consists of legitimate messages, spam messages which are obtained from four different sources are imported to the data. The order and ratio of spam messages are simulated based on real scenarios. More information about this dataset can be found in [12].

In this research we use 3000 messages of this collection. Since we want to experiment concept drift, we need the content of data to change over time. So we have to simulate this scenario manually. We choose the first 1000 messages of the dataset from Enron1, the second 1000 messages from Enron2, the third 1000 messages from Enron3 to generate concept drift. This approach has been used in some other researches too as the one presented in [5]. Table I shows the details of the data set.

Combining three data sets, we have different contents in the test set. To illustrate the different content of the blocks, table II shows the five most important words in each block based on Chi square feature selection method [13].

Table II shows why measuring changes in distribution leads us to detect concept drift effectively. In this table, we might have a concept drift between two consecutive data sets, because top five features in the Enron1 differ from Enron2. This fact illustrates that a change in content can be seen as a change in word distribution. So using an effective measure such as KL divergence and determining amount of deviation between two word distributions can help us to detect concept drift in spam contents.
We have considered only 500 messages as training data and the rest for testing. Because the training data have little knowledge about future emails contents, we can demonstrate the significance of updating the model. Moreover, Chi square method has been used for feature selection. 25% of the top features have been chosen in our experiment.

We assume that testing data arrive in equal sized blocks. To show the efficiency of the proposed method, we have evaluated the method using two different block sizes: 300 and 500.

### B. Results

In the first step of the experiment, we show the effectiveness of KL divergence measure in concept drift detection. Figs.2 and 3 show the KL values between the blocks of the testing data and the training data without any update. These figures illustrate how much the content of each block differs from the content of the training data.

![KL divergence values between training data and the blocks of testing data with block length 300](image)

As we expected, KL value for the first block is less than the others; because the content of the first block is more similar to the training data. We use these values to detect concept drift. Larger values indicate more dissimilarity between the contents. For example, the content of fourth block is more different from the training data than the others (fig. 2). Moreover, experimental results with block length 300, demonstrate that the proposed method can work on different block sizes, because in this experiment the length of training data is 500 while the testing blocks have different block size equals 300. These results demonstrate that KL divergence is a good measure to detect concept drift, because the results conform to our knowledge about the dataset. So using this efficient measure can help us to detect the point of drift occurrence without knowledge about the true labels of data or user feedbacks.

We use a threshold value to discriminate those blocks in which concept drift occurs from the other ones. According to some experiments, we choose $6 \times 10^{-7}$ for block length 500 and $5 \times 10^{-9}$ for block length 300. Figs. 4 and 5 show KL divergence values between each block of test set with the training block before and after update with specified threshold. First concept drift is detected on second block. As we can see in Fig. 4 the value of KL divergence decreases after update. In the next experiment with block length 300, we have more updates during the test as it can be seen in Fig. 5. Since lower values for KL divergence show higher similarity between the content of the training and testing blocks, a decrease in the KL divergence demonstrates the well-timed updating the model which leads to higher similarity between the model and the upcoming test blocks. For example as Figs 4, 5 depict, dotted curves are the KL divergence values after detecting concept drift and updating the model. When the concept drift is detected at the second block, we update the current model considering the obtained model from the second block. As a result, the content distribution in the model will be close to the upcoming block (third block), hence the KL value divergence will be less than when we don’t have any update.

In addition to above parameter, we have three other parameters: number of message M that should be seen by obsolete model for using in updating step, $\alpha$ in equation (4) and $\beta$ in equation (5). Based on our experiments, we choose the value 200 and 150 for block length 300 and 300 respectively and the value 0.5 for both $\alpha$ and $\beta$ parameters.
To evaluate the proposed approach, we have compared it with multinomial Naïve Bayes classifier algorithm without updating the model during the evaluation. We use a standard measure to evaluate the performance of the proposed system: accuracy, which is the percentage of test messages that are correctly classified by the model. It is calculated by the following formula [13]:

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{TP + TN}{P + N}
\]

(9)

Where, TP is the number of spam messages which is labeled as spam, TN is the number of legitimate messages which are labeled as non-spam, P is the total number of spam messages and N is the total number of legitimate messages in test data.

Figs.6 and 7 present the performance of the proposed method against the static Naïve Bayes method in terms of accuracy on the testing set. In this figure the horizontal axis indicates the number of the current documents in the testing data and the vertical axis indicates the accuracy of each method till the current document in the test data.

As we can see in Fig. 6, in the second block of multinomial Naïve Bayes method, there is an obvious reduction over accuracy. The reason of this reduction is the difference between the content of the training data and the current block, in other words—a concept drift. As fig.4 illustrates the KL value for the second block is more than the threshold, so the proposed approach detects this change at the beginning of the second block. Note that, based on our approach, we evaluate 200 first messages of this block based on obsolete model and then we will update our model. After updating, we can see that the accuracy of the proposed approach has been increased dramatically at the 700th documents. We have similar results in fig.7 when the Block Length is 300. According to fig.5 we have four points in which KL is more than the threshold. Consequently there are four updates during the testing phase. First drift is detected in the second block. This block consists of 200 emails of one data set and 100 emails from another, after that two consecutive drifts have been detected. As fig.7 depicts, by three consecutive updating the value of accuracy improves obviously. In contrast, when we don’t manage concept drift the accuracy during these blocks is decreased. Last drift has occurred in sixth block (see fig.5). As fig.7 shows, the accuracy is consistent in this block; however, detecting concept drift in this block makes a significant improvement in term of accuracy.

Finally we can see from Figs. 6 and 7 that the proposed method could outperform the multinomial Naïve Bayes classification algorithm without update in terms of accuracy about 9% in block length 500 and 8% in block length 300.

This is achieved by detecting the position of concept drift effectively and adapting the model in the correct time.

The obtained results from our experiments are very encouraging and back up the idea that concept drift detection will improve the performance of the system in dynamic environments, as in the case of the spam filtering area.
V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a new approach to detect concept drift in a spam filtering system. The proposed method uses language model to build the content distribution model and then using KL divergence detect concept drift. After detecting concept drift it can adapt the model effectively. The proposed method has been evaluated on Enron data set and the results assert its efficiency in detecting concept drift and adapting the model.

There are several issues for future work, such as improvement of the updating strategy to adapt the model after receiving each email instead of a determined number of emails, decreasing the number of parameters which are initialized by user is another issue.
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